SEPTEMEBER 21-23, 2022
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CREATIVITY +
INNOVATION =
ENERGY
The secret behind South by
Southwest (SXSW) is letting
culture and creativity collide
with ideas and innovation and
then getting out of the way.
The result is an environment so
vibrant and electric that it
attracts more than 200,000
attendees per year.
With ArtPrize filling the streets
and our startup ecosystem fully
activated by 100 Ideas and
the Conquer Accelerator,
September in Grand Rapids
has an opportunity for
something similar.
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GRAND RAPIDS
TECH WEEK 2022
Together with The Right Place
and the Technology Council of
West Michigan, we want to
take advantage of this ripe
opportunity in 2022.

The first annual, Grand Rapids
Tech Week will be a multi day
event series designed to
showcase the regions tech
community and to connect the
regions innovators with a
strategic guest list of leaders
from all over the country. It will
take place at venues around
Downtown Grand Rapids including a physical Midwest
House (just like at SXSW).
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MIDWEST HOUSE
THE HOUSE
The Midwest House will be a
multi-use, public facing space
shared with ArtPrize & the
Right Place designed to host
visitors and showcase the
region’s innovators.
The Midwest House will be the
physical manifestation of a
thriving innovation
community. It will combine
elements of art, design, and
interactive technology to
create a unique experience
that will be right at home
during ArtPrize.
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MIDWEST HOUSE
THE PROGRAM
GRAND RAPIDS TECH WEEK
September 21-23, 2022
Leveraging existing events for
maximum impact energy GR
Tech Week will include:
9/21 - The Start Garden 100 Demo Day
9/22-23 - Tech Week Program
including:
• Tech Talks (Tech Founders Panel/Emerging
Technology Trends/Accelerator Fireside Chat)
• Tech Company Showcase (interactive exhibits)
• VC Connectivity Lunch
• Venture Next Pitch Competition
• Tech Talent Event
• Spartan Innovations Tour/Thought Leadership
Event
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MIDWEST HOUSE
THE GUESTS
Relationships are built on
shared experience. Over the
last seven years we’ve been
able to build an extensive
network of leaders and
influencers through the shared
experience of SXSW.
Midwest House will leverage
those relationships and work
with key stakeholders to
create a strategic invite list of
leaders from around the
country to experience West
Michigan at its best. Invitees
will be selected in partnership
w/ The Right Place, Start
Garden, & Spartan Innovation
and will include:
-Business Leaders
-Technologists
-Investors
-Startup Ecosystem Experts

GRAND RAPIDS
TECH WEEK 2022
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Later this month, The Right
Place will be publicly
announcing their Greater
Grand Rapids Tech Strategy.
They’ll be using that occasion to
also announce Tech Week, and
in coordination with the City will
be running a PR campaign to
champion the region’s
innovation community.

